
September and October Family Talk Notes
Helping Our Children Develop Positive, Lasting Habits

Focus first on identity...who do you want to
become?

Then look at the process...do my actions match
my identity?  If not, what do I need to change?

The outcome will naturally flow when the first two
are in place!

Making Habits Obvious:
1. Start with a Habit Scoreboard to assess how

you’re spending your time.  Use the example to
help create one with your child.

2. Habit Stacking - Add a new habit directly
following an established habit.

3. Design an Environment for Success - Think about
how to arrange the environment around you to help you remember to practice your habit
behavior.

Making Habits Attractive:
1. Temptation Bundling - Combine an action you need to do with an action you want to do.
2. Imitation - Spend time with people who are doing the things you want to be doing.
3. Program your Brain - Shift your mindset from “have to” do something to “get to” do it.
4. Motivation Ritual - Use something motivating to pair with a new habit so you’ll look forward to

doing it.

Making Habits Easy:
1. Reduce Friction - take away distractions that will make doing the new habit more challenging
2. Two Minute Rule - start small and build with new habits

Making Habits Satisfying:
1. Reinforcement - think about a small reward that can be provided when habits are

created/goals are met
2. Habit Tracker - a great way to keep track of when the habit is performed so you can visually

see progress.

*Many ideas for this presentation were taken from Atomic Habits, by James Clear.
I recommend this book to anyone wanting to know more about creating habits.



September and October Family Talk Brainstorming
Helping Our Children Develop Positive, Lasting Habits

Identity:
Who are you?  ________________________________________________________

Who do you want to become? _____________________________________________

What actions do you need to take to become the identity you listed above?

Make It Obvious:
Complete a Habit Scoreboard for the time of day you want to focus on.

What is something you are already doing that you could “stack” a new habit onto?

How can you arrange the space around you to support your new habit?



Make It Attractive:
What do you like to do that you could do right after you complete your new habit?

Who do you know (in your family/at school/somewhere else) that is the kind of person you’d like to
be?  List their qualities here.  Then list actions you see them take that contribute to their identity.
(Example:  My baseball coach is strong and healthy.  I know he works out Monday-Friday.)

Is there something you really enjoy that you could do/have near you, while you’re doing your new
habit? (Example:  Listen to music while you wash dishes.)

Make it Satisfying:
How can you reward yourself/or a parent reward you for your new habit?

Think about creating a Habit Tracker and putting it somewhere you will see it every day.  Check off
each time you complete your new habit to track your consistency!


